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Abstrat
In this artile we present a historial review of study of the redshift periodiity
of galaxies, starting from the first works performed in the seventies of the twenti-
eth entury until the present day. We disuss the observational data and methods
used, showing in whih ases the disretization of redshifts was observed. We on-
lude that galaxy redshift periodisation is an effet whih an really exist. We also
disussed the redshift disretization in two different strutures: the Loal Group of
galaxies and the Herules Superluster. Contrary to the previous studies we onsider
all galaxies whih an be regarded as a struture member disregarding the auray
of veloity measurements. We applied the power spetrum analysis using the Hann
funtion for weighting, together with the jakknife error estimator. In both the
strutures we found weak effets of redshift periodisation.
1 Introdution
In the large sale Universe, the searh for regulations is onneted with testing radial
veloities of galaxies and quasars. We an desribe redshift as:
z =
λ− λ1
λ1
=
R(t0)
R(t1)
− 1 ≃
v
r
c
where λ is the observed wavelength, λ1 is the emitted wavelength, and R(t) is the sale
fator. Redshift depends on:
1. General expansion of the Universe (Hubble flow)
2. Loal peuliarities due to matter distribution
3. Small sale motion of matter inside a galaxy
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It is ommonly aepted that a radial veloity of an objet does not depend on its position
on the elestial sphere, magnitude, and other properties of objets.
These veloities an have an arbitrary value or they an be grouped around some par-
tiular values. Any distribution of galaxy veloities an be desribed using a ontinuous
or disrete funtion. In the first ase, it means that redshift an have arbitrary value. It
is possible to find maxima and minima, whih means that some redshift values are more
probable than others. There are maxima in the distribution of objet redshifts, whih are
separated by a onstant value. Suh a distribution is alled, not very orretly, redshift
disretization. The seond ase is the exat disrete distribution. Radial veloities of
galaxies an have only a disrete value. This is a strit quantization of radial veloities.
If sometimes an objet with redshift, whih is not a strit multipliation of a periodiza-
tion value is observed, this is due to observational errors. Both the above-mentioned
possibilities are alled periodisation or disretization. The disretization of redshift for
astronomial objets an be disussed independently for three ases, namely galaxies,
quasars and large - sale periodiity (about 120 Mpc). In our previous paper [1℄ the quest
for quasar redshift periodiity is desribed, while the latter studies have been disussed
[2℄, too.
In the present paper, we present the investigations of radial veloities of galaxies.
The subjet of redshift periodisation is not very popular, sometimes even regarded
as sientifially suspiious. However, we share the opinion expressed by Hawkins et
al. [13℄ that all these effets should be arefully heked. They wrote: "The ritiism
usually leveled at this kind of study is that the samples of redshifts tended to be rather
small and were seleted in a heterogeneous manner, whih makes it hard to assess their
signifiane. More ynial ritis also point out that the results tend to ome from a
relatively small group of astronomers who have a strong prejudie in favour of deteting
suh unonventional phenomena. This small group of astronomers, not unreasonably,
respond by pointing out that adherents to the onventional osmologial paradigm have
at least as strong a prejudie towards denying suh results.
We have attempted to arry out this analysis without prejudie. Indeed, we would be
happy with either outome: if the periodiity were deteted, then there would be some
fasinating new astrophysis for us to explore; if it were not deteted, then we would have
the reassurane that our existing work on redshift surveys, et, has not been based on
false premises."
We think that for better understanding of the subjet it is neessary to give a review
of obtained results, together with the manner of their reeiving. Therefore, in this paper
we present this story.
2 The relation between galaxy redshift and magnitude
First studies on relation between redshift, morphologial type and magnitude of the galaxy
ore were arried out by Tifft in 1972 [28, 29℄ in the Coma luster of galaxies. They showed
that galaxies lie in narrow bands on the magnitude redshift diagram, whih slope down in
the diretion of smaller magnitudes at higher redshifts. A year later Tifft [30℄ analyzed a
sample of about 100 galaxies situated in the enter of the Coma luster. He divided this
sample into two smaller ones: first ontained elliptial galaxies only; while the seond,
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nonelliptial ones. The redshift - magnitude diagram was reanalyzed showing a strong
band struture. On this diagram there were 70 points from whih 57 were loated within
the range of first three bands in the ratio of: 21 : 18 : 18. The observed effet was
ompared with another, more distant group of galaxies situated in the Coma luster. In
the group, almost idential properties but a bit shifted in redshift were observed. A similar
effet ours in the (m, log z) diagram for field galaxies. The statistial signifiane of the
band struture was heked using the χ2 test. In 1972, no physial mehanism responsible
for relationship between redshift and magnitude or redshift and morphology was known,
so the attitude to the problem was ompletely empirial.
Continuing the Coma luster investigation, Tifft added to his sample dimmed objets
lying on a bigger area on the sky. In this way, he obtained a new sample of galaxies
ontaining 108 objets. The band struture was observed, there were 89 objets situated
on the first three bands. This diagram suggests that galaxies are situated in subgroups
along the lines. In this paper, the power spetrum analysis was applied for the first time.
The existene of the band struture has been shown in the following lusters of galaxies:
Coma (ontained 108 objets), A2199 luster of galaxies (33 objets) and Perseus (90
objets) [28, 30℄. However, the idea about onvergent bands has been onsidered only for
the Coma luster of galaxies [31℄.
Figure 1: Nulear blue magnitudes B(4.
′′
8) versus redshift in km ·s−1. Taken from Nanni
et al. [22℄. With kind permission of authors,
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Nanni et al. [22℄ reanalyzed the entre of the Coma luster of galaxies. Redshifts were
taken from Tifft's artile [30℄, magnitude from their own observations. They onfirmed the
existene of the effet, if seen from the point of onvergene of the bands. But there was
no effet in a diretion transversal to the bands. They stated the statistial signifiane
of these bands. They laimed that this effet ould be onneted with the systematial
errors in the redshift determinations or with some dynamial reasons.
The above-mentioned investigations gave evidenes that galaxy redshift is not an
independent observable, it depends on some previously disarded fators.
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3 First observational evidenes of redshift disretiza-
tion
A simple model of rotating galaxy is disturbed through nonirular motions and other
phenomena. Tifft [32, 33℄ disussed the influene of these effets on observed radial
veloities of galaxies. The preision was the main problem in the early observations of
radial veloities of galaxies, beause it was too small for testing the effets postulated
by Tifft. He [32℄ analyzed the spiral galaxies NGC 2903, M51 = NGC 5194 and M31,
notiing the existene of the areas with a differene of about 75 km · s−1. Moreover, the
redshift differenes between the neighbouring galaxies seemed to be the multipliation of
70 − 75 km · s−1. Therefore, the differene in redshift among pair galaxies started to be
the main target of studies.
There are many artiles whih studied the redshift differene in the double galaxies.
The authors onsidered newer and better atalogues of galaxies. Fundamental progress
was onneted with both auray of veloity measurement and an inreasing number of
onsidered pairs.
In 1976, Turner [40℄ published a new atalogue with data obtained in an optial way.
On its base, Tifft [33℄ arried a new analysis of all pairs with auray of redshifts deter-
minations < 100 km · s−1. The result is statistially signifiant: he obtained periodiity
in redshift distribution with a period 72 km · s−1, 144 km · s−1 and 216 km · s−1. In 1979,
the new data appeared: Peterson's atalogue [26℄. Almost all of the data reeived in radio
way had unertainties of measurement about 20 km · s−1. Tifft [34℄ onsidered pairs of
galaxies with redshift differene < 250 km · s−1 and unertainty < 50 km · s−1. He
obtained strong periodiity with a period 72 · n (where n = 1, 2, 3) for the whole sample.
In 1982, Tifft [35℄ working with double galaxies introdued a few new riteria whih
led to a sample ontaining 40 galaxies out of 48 objets. He onluded that in the region
around 72±18 km · s−1 there were three times pairs more than outside it. The statistial
signifiane of this result is 99.8% using the χ2 test. There were also populations of small
peaks around 36 km · s−1 and the zero peak was shifted to 12 km · s−1. Unfortunately,
grouping was tested in 36 km · s−1 width ranges whih was half the searhed periodiity.
In 1982 Tifft [36℄ finished his atalogue of pairs of galaxies. He disovered periodiity
for 200 pairs at the signifiane level of 99% or higher.
4 The establishment of the redshift distribution
In the eighties of the twentieth entury the dynamial development of observational
tehnique was noted. The number of galaxies with known radial veloities inreased as
well as the preision of determining this value. From the point of view of data analysis
it was not interesting time, beause the PSA method was established as the best method
used for studying redshift periodiity. Objetions that were put against the method by
Newman, Haynes and Terzian [25℄ found an answer in Coke and Tifft's [6℄ work. The
seond method used for testing periodiity was the Bernoulli test. So, it started to be
lear that possible disovering of periodiity is not a result of method applied; therefore,
the majority of studies were onentrated on data analysis.
The helioentri radial veloity of galaxy should be orreted relative to the Sun's
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motion around the Galaxy enter and/or around the enter of Loal Group. In our paper
[9℄, we applied 11 different orretions taken from different authors. For example:
1. the galatoentri redution: v = 232 km · s−1, l = 88o, b = 2o [11℄
2. the galatoentri redution: v = 213 km ·s−1±10 km ·s−1, l = 93o±3o, b = 2o±5o
[12℄
3. the pure helioentri redution (v = 0 km · s−1, l = 0o, b = 0o)
4. the veloity obtained from the Sun's motion relative to the LG enter: v = 306 km ·
s−1 ± 18 km · s−1,l = 99o ± 5o, b = −3.5o ± 4o [7℄
5. the osmoentri redution: v = 369 km · s−1, l = 264.7o, b = 48.2o
Moreover, it was disovered that the effet of redshift disretization appeared not only in
galatoentri frame of referene but also in CMB (orretion number 5).
The periodiity was observed only in tha ase of galatoentri radial veloities or
using CMB referene frame, not in the ase of helioentri radial veloity.
In this period researhers had aess to a few data atalogues: Petersons atalogue
[26℄, Haynes data's [14℄ and Helou, Salpeter and Terzian [15℄ data's. They began using
orretions to the Sun's motion [37, 8℄. The Monte Carlo simulations and Kolmogorov
- Smirnov [27℄ test joined to PSA method. The periodiity was searhed in the whole
samples [5℄ or in the subsamples [8℄. The periodiy around values: 24, 15 km ·s−1 [37, 38℄,
36, 3 km · s−1 [5, 8, 38℄, 72 km · s−1 [5℄, 144 km · s−1 [5℄ and 90 km · s−1 [5℄ were stated.
In the nineties of the last entury the searh for periodiity in galaxies belonging to
strutures was started . Guthrie and Napier [10, 24℄ onsidered 2 samples of galaxies:
the first ontained 112 spiral galaxies with redshift < 3000 km · s−1 and the seond
ontained 77 dwarf galaxies. They took into aount galaxies lying near the enter of the
Virgo luster. The existene of redshift periodiity for dwarf galaxies was not onfirmed.
However, for the whole sample of spiral galaxies they found possible periodiity around
71, 1 km ·s−1. Tifft hypothesis was onfirmed at 0.99 signifiane level under the assump-
tion that Loal Group veloity towards the Virgo luster is 100 − 400 km · s−1. Then,
sample of spiral galaxies was divided due to its loation in high or low density regions.
They found strong periodiity near 71 km · s−1 in a subsample of galaxies lying in regions
of low density. There were no quantization in the spirals in high density regions.
Next sample ontained 89 spiral galaxies lying on the Virgo luster periphery [11, 24℄.
The strong redshift periodiity around 37.2 km · s−1 was found. But this periodiity
appeared only if galatoentri redshifts were onsidered.
Then Guthrie and Napier [23℄ took into aount galaxies lying at the edge of the Loal
Superluster. They used the database ompiled by Bottinelli et al. [4℄. After eliminating
these belonging to the Virgo luster and nonspirals they obtained a sample ontained
247 objets. They found that redshifts of spiral galaxies were strongly periodi around
37.5 km · s−1. It should be pointed out that in all these investigations from database
ontaining thousands of galaxies only a small number of them, namely those with very
aurate measurements were taken into aount.
A few hypothesis about new physis were onsidered by them [23℄. The redshift
periodiity an be explained by the regularity of the LSC struture or applying the model
of osillation of physial parameters.
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If redshifts were taken as radial veloity, one an suppose that galaxies are situated in
the regular struture and galaxies have small or negligible peuliar motions and that this
struture takes part in the global expansion of the Universe. This model predits orretly
the quantization ranges. If the quantization range Q is given as Q = H0 · d, where H0
is the loal Hubble onstant, d is provided sale of the ell, then Q = 37.5 km · s−1. In
the large sale struture of the Universe the periodisation was deteted by penil beam
observation. This periodisation an be due to walls and voids between them. It is possible
that within walls some aggregation of galaxies exists. So the small sale periodisation is
due to substrutures. Hene the size of ells an be estimated, omparing this value with
light veloity . We obtain the value 3/8 Mpc, i.e. almost 400 kpc, whih orresponds
to the size of ompat galaxy groups. It is not lear if this hypothesis an explain the
observed streaming motions, and due to aidental projetion it is unable to explain the
periodiity around the value of 72 km · s−1 observed by Tifft for double galaxies.
Let us list other possibilities:
1. Periodi osillation of physial onstants. The gravitational onstant [20℄ and the
Hubble parameter [21℄ were onsidered, but the required amplitude of hanges was
greater than observed limits. Also the hanges of fine struture onstant [16℄ and
the variability of the eletron mass [16℄ were onsidered. But there is a problem in
this model beause periodiity an be smeared out by a peuliar motion of galaxies.
2. The Holmlid [17℄ explanation is quite natural. As the periodiity is observed only
after applying the proper orretions to the Sun's motion, redshifts an be quantized
before they arrive to the Earth. Aording to Holmlid, the quantization proess
have to our in the intergalati spae relatively lose to observed galaxy, or in the
spae between our Galaxy and observed galaxy. The galati spae is not empty
but is filled by the 'dark matter'. This Rydberg matter is not ΛCDM onsidered in
osmology. This mass is named the Rydberg matter by Holmlid. In the laboratory
after induing the Rydberg matter through the laser radiation the blushift was
observed. This shift beame redshift due to Stokes dispersion in the old Rydberg
matter filling interstellar spae. So the galaxy redshift is a result of interation
between the radiation and the old Rydberg matter. Holmlid laimed that observed
values of redshift periodisation (36 km·s−1, 72 km·s−1, 144 km·s−1) are the natural
onsequene of the struture of louds omposed from Rydberg matter.
3. In 1996, Tifft [39℄ onsidered a few galaxy samples taken from the Virgo luster, the
Perseus and Caner Superluster regions. He examined these samples for periodii-
ties as viewed from the osmi bakground rest frame. He found strong periodiities
around 72 km · s−1 and 36 km · s−1. He thought that this is global feature. As
previously only objets with very aurate measurements were onsidered, whih
drastially diminished the number of galaxies in the analyzed sample.
4. Lehto [19℄ developed a theoretial model whih ould predit periods of redshifts.
Lehto desribed basi properties of matter using 3-dimensional quantized time. The
time unit is Plank time and is named (by him) "hronon".
The fourth possibility is important beause Tifft stressed that Lehto onsideration gave
him theoretial explanation of periodiity.
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We investigated the periodiity in two strutures: Loal Group of Galaxies and Her-
ules Superluster. We disuss the distribution of radial veloities of galaxies belonging
to the Loal Group [9℄. The main problem is: whih galaxies belong to the Loal Group
of Galaxies? We disussed 55 objets taken from the Irwin's list [18℄ together with 7
galaxies from Maffei's group. That was the first sample. The seond sample ontaining
32 objets taken from the van den Bergh's list [3℄. On Irwin's and van den Bergh's lists
there were 9 and 7 objets without determined redshifts, respetively. So we took into
onsideration samples ontaining 28 and 46 galaxies. The third sample ontaining 39
objets alled "pure" Irwin's data (the data without galaxies from Maffei's group and
without galaxies with unknown redshifts). The newest data allow us to inlude redshifts
for 6 from 9 galaxies with unknown redshifts. So for further onsideration we took 5
samples ontaining 46, 28, 39, 45 and 34 galaxies.
We applied the power spetrum analysis using the Hann funtion as a weighting
together with the jakknife error estimation. We perform the detailed analysis of this
approah. The distribution of galaxy redshift seems to be nonrandom. An exess of
galaxies with radial veloities of 24 km · s−1 and 36 km · s−1 is deteted, but the effet is
statistially weak. Only a peak for radial veloities 24 km · s−1 seems to be onfirmed at
the onfidene level of 95%.
Figure 2: The result of PSA analysis for Loal Group of galaxies (sample: 28 galaxies
from the van den Bergh list, orretion of the radial veloity: 1) [9℄
We also disussed the distribution of radial veloities of galaxies belonging to the
Herules Superluster. Our sample ontained 2522 galaxies with radial veloities in the
range (7500, 15000) km · s−1, and it was omplete in 80%. As in the above ase, we used
PSA to analysis that sample. We used 5 veloity orretions enumerated above.
For galatoentri redution at the 2σ onfidene level peaks around 73 km · s−1 and
24 km · s−1 are observed. Although it seemed that the maxima showing in Fig. 3 are
lear, the probability that they are oming from nonrandom distribution is 95%, i.e. at
the 2σ signifiane level.
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Figure 3: The distribution of radial veloities in the Herules Superluster
5 Conlusions
In our opinion the existene of redshift periodiity among galaxies is not well established.
The earlier results are based on a very small fration of objets extrated from the large
databases. At the early stage of investigations suh an approah was the orret one,
errors of individual measurements were great. Presently, the radial veloities of galaxies
are determined in an industrial manner. The auray of radial veloity determination is
good enough for onsidering all galaxies. Therefore, we hose this manner of data treat-
ment. As we onsidered all galaxies, our samples are greater. Measurements with lower
auray ould smear out the regularities, but regularities are not introdued artifiially.
The previous result, based on seleted samples showed the existene of the periodiity
in the galaxy redshift distribution at a very high signifiane level. We found that at the
2σ signifiane level some effet was observed. We think that the solution of this urious
phenomenon an be solved in near future using large data base, whih together with suh
orret method as PSA will allow one to estimate the signifiane of the effet at a suffi-
iently onvining level. We think also that after lear and onvining demonstrating of
the existene of the effet, theoretial explanations of this phenomenon an be performed.
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